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Abstract
We clarify several subtleties concerning the implementation of minimal flavor violation (MFV) in two
Higgs doublet models. We derive all the exact and approximate predictions of MFV for the neutral
scalar (h,H,A) Yukawa couplings to fermions. We point out several possible tests of this framework
at the LHC.
1 Introduction
New physics at or below the TeV scale, if coupled to the Standard Model (SM) quarks and/or leptons,
should have a very non-generic flavor structure. Otherwise, the contributions from the new physics to
flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) processes will be orders of magnitude above the experimental
bounds. The question of how and why this non-generic structure arises is known as the new physics flavor
puzzle. The most extreme solution to this puzzle is minimal flavor violation (MFV) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
In the absence of the Yukawa couplings, the SM gains a large non-Abelian global symmetry,
Gglobal = SU(3)Q × SU(3)U × SU(3)D × SU(3)L × SU(3)E. (1)
The three generations of a given gauge representation transform as a triplet under the corresponding SU(3)
factor. For example, the three left-handed quark doublets Q1,2,3 transform as (3, 1, 1, 1, 1) under Gglobal.
MFV is the idea that the only spurions that break the [SU(3)]5 symmetry are the Yukawa matrices.
It is straightforward to implement MFV in new physics models with a single Higgs doublet or, more
generally, in models with natural flavor conservation (NFC), where each sector – U , D, E – is coupled to
a single Higgs doublet. In all of these models, there are three, and only three, Yukawa matrices, in direct
correspondence to the mass matrices:
Y U =
√
2MU
vu
, Y D =
√
2MD
vd
, Y E =
√
2ME
ve
, (2)
where vu,d,e is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs doublet that couples to the up, down, and
charged lepton sector, respectively. In case of a single Higgs, vu = vd = ve = v. In this class of models,
MFV is defined as follows [1]: All Lagrangian terms, constructed from SM fields and possibly new physics
fields, and from the spurions
Y U ∼ (3, 3¯, 1, 1, 1), Y D ∼ (3, 1, 3¯, 1, 1), Y E ∼ (1, 1, 1, 3, 3¯), (3)
are formally invariant under Gglobal.
The question of how to implement MFV in multi-Higgs doublet models without NFC is more compli-
cated. Think, for example, of a two Higgs doublet model (2HDM). We denote the two doublets by Φ1
and Φ2. The Yukawa terms are given by
LYukawa = −
∑
i=1,2
(
QΦ˜iY
U
i U +QΦiY
D
i D + LΦiY
E
i E + h.c.
)
. (4)
For each sector, F = U,D,E, there are two Yukawa matrices Y F1,2. In general, there is no reason to
prefer one over the other as the basic spurion. Is there a loss of generality when we choose one or the
other? Can we choose the mass matrices (
√
2/v)MF to play the role of spurions? What are the generic
phenomenological features of 2HDMs with MFV regarding the Higgs-to-fermion couplings? In this work,
we answer these questions. Specifically, Section 2 discusses scalar couplings, and Section 3 addresses
spurion choices. Predictions for the lepton (quark) sector are worked out in Section 4 (Section 5). We
discuss the phenomenological implications and summarize in Section 6.
2 Scalar couplings in 2HDMs
The Yukawa matrices in the Lagrangian (4) are responsible for the corresponding fermion mass matrices
MF , which we represent by the dimensionless matrices Y FM :
Y FM =
√
2MF
v
, (F = U,D,E). (5)
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We denote by Y FS , S = h,H,A the corresponding Yukawa couplings of the light CP-even scalar h, the
heavy CP-even scalar H , and the CP-odd scalar A. (The Yukawa matrices of the charged Higgs H± are
the same as those of A.) Each of these matrices is a linear combination of Y1 and Y2:
Y FM = +cβY
F
1 + sβY
F
2 ,
Y FA = −sβY F1 + cβY F2 ,
Y Fh = −sαY F1 + cαY F2 ,
Y FH = +cαY
F
1 + sαY
F
2 , (6)
where cβ ≡ cosβ, sβ ≡ sinβ, tanβ ≡ v2/v1, and α is the rotation angle from (Re(φ01),Re(φ02)) to (H,h).
The angle β is taken to be in the range [0, π/2] while α ∈ [−π/2,+π/2].
We can express Yh and YH in terms of YM and YA:
Y Fh = cα−βY
F
A − sα−βY FM ,
Y FH = sα−βY
F
A + cα−βY
F
M . (7)
We can also express YM and YA in terms of YH and Yh:
Y FM = −sα−βY Fh + cα−βY FH , (8)
Y FA = +cα−βY
F
h + sα−βY
F
H . (9)
In the corresponding mass basis, Y FM is known:
U mass basis : Y UM =
√
2
v
diag(mu,mc,mt) = (yu, yc, yt) ≡ λu,
D mass basis : Y DM =
√
2
v
diag(md,ms,mb) = (yd, ys, yb) ≡ λd,
E mass basis : Y EM =
√
2
v
diag(me,mµ,mτ ) = (ye, yµ, yτ ) ≡ λe. (10)
In addition, (α − β) is known from the hZZ coupling. This means that only one of the three Yukawa
matrices Y FA,h,H is independent: Measuring the entries of, say, Y
F
h suffices to fix all entries of Y
F
H (using
(8)) and then Y FA (using (9)).
To demonstrate the power of (8), let us define a quantity that is, in principle, measurable:
WSτµ ≡
(Y ES )τ
yτ
− (Y
E
S )µ
yµ
, S = h,H,A . (11)
Let us write Eq. (8) for two flavors separately:
1 = −sα−β (Y
E
h )τ
yτ
+ cα−β
(Y EH )τ
yτ
,
1 = −sα−β (Y
E
h )µ
yµ
+ cα−β
(Y EH )µ
yµ
. (12)
When we subtract these two equations, we obtain
WHτµ
Whτµ
= tan(α− β) = c
h
V
cHV
. (13)
Here ch,HV is the strength of the coupling of the scalar to pairs of Z or W bosons relative to the SM.
Similar relations hold for Wh,Hµe and W
h,H
τe , and for the six pairs of quark flavors.
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3 Choosing the spurion
As mentioned in the introduction, in the framework of a generic 2HDM, it is not obvious a-priori how to
define the spurion. In this section we analyze this question. We focus here on the lepton sector, but our
conclusion applies to the quark sector as well. For simplicity, in this section we suppress the super-index E
from the various Y EZ matrices (Z = 1, 2,M, S) and MFV expansion coefficients introduced below wherever
it is unambiguous.
In the absence of lepton Yukawa couplings, the global symmetry of the SM is
Gℓglobal = SU(3)L × SU(3)E . (14)
We define leptonic MFV as a situation where there is one, and only one, spurion that breaks Gℓglobal:
Yˆ ∼ (3, 3¯). (15)
(We leave the analysis of the case where neutrino-related spurions play a role to future work.) In the most
general case, each of the two leptonic Yukawa matrices is a power series in this spurion:
Yi = [ai + biYˆ Yˆ
† + ci(Yˆ Yˆ
†)2 + . . .]Yˆ , i = 1, 2 , (16)
where the dots stand for terms of O(Yˆ 6) and higher. From here on we will not write the latter terms
explicitly.
We define, for x = a, b, c,
xM = +cβx1 + sβx2,
xA = −sβx1 + cβx2,
xh = −sαx1 + cαx2,
xH = +cαx1 + sαx2. (17)
Note that the relations (7) hold order by order in the MFV expansion:
xh = cα−βxA − sα−βxM ,
xH = sα−βxA + cα−βxM . (18)
We obtain,
YM = [aM + bM Yˆ Yˆ
† + cM (Yˆ Yˆ
†)2]Yˆ , (19)
YS = [aS + bS Yˆ Yˆ
† + cS(Yˆ Yˆ
†)2]Yˆ , S = A, h,H. (20)
Using (19), we can write the spurion Yˆ as a power series in YM :
Yˆ =
[
1− bM
a3M
YMY
†
M +
(3b2M − aMcM )
a6M
(YMY
†
M )
2
]
YM
aM
. (21)
We obtain, for S = A, h,H :
YS =
{
aS
aM
+
(
bS − bM aS
aM
)
YMY
†
M
a3M
+
[
cS − cM aS
aM
− 3bM
aM
(
bS − bM aS
aM
)]
(YMY
†
M )
2
a5M
}
YM
≡
[
AS +BSYMY
†
M + CS(YMY
†
M )
2
]
YM . (22)
Eqs. (21) and (22) lead to an important conclusion: If aM 6= 0, then one can use YM as the spurion.
Indeed, if there is a ‘fundamental’ spurion Yˆ that transforms as (3, 3¯) under SU(3)L × SU(3)E, then any
3
matrix YZ that breaks this symmetry as (3, 3¯) and, in the expansion in Yˆ , has a term linear in Yˆ , namely
aZ 6= 0, can be used as a spurion without loss of generality. This matrix can be Y1, if a1 6= 0, or Y2, if
a2 6= 0, or any linear combination of them, such as YM and YS . While we do not really know whether any
of ai, aM , aS vanishes, there is no reason to expect that this would be the case.
Note that all the matrices YZ that have aZ 6= 0 are proportional to each other at leading order in the
spurion, but differ at the next to leading order. For example, we have
(YM )µ
(YM )τ
=
Yˆµ
Yˆτ
[
1 + (bM/aM )(Yˆ
2
µ − Yˆ 2τ ) +O(Yˆ 4)
]
. (23)
One may wonder then how an expansion in different spurions, such as Yˆ → YM , would yield the same
predictions. The answer is that expansions in different spurions involve also different higher order correc-
tions, bS → BS , etc., such that the results remain the same. Since anyway neither xS nor XS are known,
there is no loss of generality.
Thus, we can choose any matrix YZ with aZ 6= 0 as our spurion, without loss of generality. Since YM is
already measured and known – see Eq. (10) – it is a particularly convenient choice for a spurion in generic
MFV 2HDMs. From here on we use Eq. (22) as the starting point for obtaining the MFV predictions.
There is, however, one point that is worth clarifying. While all spurions YZ with aZ 6= 0 are propor-
tional to each other at leading order, their overall size can be very different from each other. Thus, while
all entries of the leptonic Y EM are small, this is not necessarily the case for the ‘fundamental’ spurion Yˆ
E
and, consequently, for Y ES . Specifically, we expect a
E
M to be in the range mτ/v ∼< aEM ∼< 1. In case that
aEM ∼ 1, higher order terms in the spurion expansion are always small, and relations obtained at a given
order remain approximately correct to all orders. However, in case that aEM ∼ mτ/v, terms that are higher
order in Yˆτ might modify the lower order relations in a significant way.
In case that Yˆτ = O(1), we expect that some of the (YS)τ are also of order one. Given the following
sum rule, which follows from Eq. (6),
(YM )
2
τ + (YA)
2
τ = (Yh)
2
τ + (YH)
2
τ , (24)
and the fact that (YM )τ ≪ 1, it is clear that if any (YS)τ = O(1), then at least two of the three are
O(1) and (YA)τ must be one of them. For these, we will have AES ∼ 1/yτ , BES ∼< 1/y3τ , CES ∼< 1/y5τ ,
etc., compensating for yτ ≪ Yˆτ . In this sense, the expansion in Y EM might be misleading: It gives
the naive impression that terms that are higher order in y2τ are small, while if Yˆτ ∼ 1, we may have
1≪ AES ≪ BES ≪ CES ≪ . . ., possibly making the higher order terms comparable to the lower order ones.
In what follows, we use ‘(YA)τ ∼ 1’ to define the case where higher order corrections might invalidate
relations obtained at a certain order.
The situation in the MFV models where 1/aEM ≫ 1 is similar to the situation in the NFC models
where tanβ ≫ 1. Indeed, from Eq. (6), we learn that we can have (YM )τ ≪ 1 and (YA)τ = O(1) only if
(Y2)τ ≪ 1 and cβ ≪ 1, namely large tanβ. (The other possibility, (Y1)τ ≪ 1 and sβ ≪ 1 is just a change
of notations, 1↔ 2.)
4 Predictions of minimal lepton flavor violation
In this section we continue to omit the super-index E from the various Y EZ matrices.
It is clear from Eq. (22) that all of Yh, YH and YA are diagonal in the charged lepton mass basis. We
learn that minimal lepton flavor violation (MLFV) (with a single spurion that breaks SU(3)L) predicts
(YS)ℓℓ′ = 0 for flavors ℓ 6= ℓ′. (25)
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The nine diagonal couplings (YS)ℓ ≡ (YS)ℓℓ, can all, in principle, be measured. Eqs. (8) and (9) imply,
however, that for each lepton flavor ℓ, only one of the three couplings (Yh,H,A)ℓ is independent. We thus
have three observables to test further MLFV predictions.
In addition to the exact MLFV predictions of Eq. (25), one can obtain several approximate predictions.
Let us start by writing the explicit expressions for (YS)e,µ,τ to O(y5ℓ ):
(YS)τ = (AS +BSy
2
τ + CSy
4
τ )yτ ,
(YS)µ = (AS +BSy
2
µ + CSy
4
µ)yµ,
(YS)e = (AS +BSy
2
e + CSy
4
e)ye. (26)
First, we take into account only the O(YM ) terms, namely take
BS = CS = 0. (27)
The three couplings then depend on a single parameter, AS . Thus, if we know one coupling, we can
predict the other two. The approximate MLFV relations read:
(YS)µ
(YS)τ
=
mµ
mτ
, (28)
(YS)e
(YS)µ
=
me
mµ
. (29)
These relations we call universality. Note that the relation (28) can be significantly corrected if (YA)τ ∼ 1.
As concerns (29), the higher order corrections are always small: Even for (YA)τ ∼ 1, the violation is of
order (yµ/yτ )
2.
Second, we take into account also the O(Y 3M ) terms, but still neglect the higher order terms, namely
take
CS = 0. (30)
The three couplings depend on two parameters, AS and BS . Thus, if we know two couplings, we can
predict the third. The approximate relation among the non-universal effects can be deduced by using
(YS)
2
µ
(YS)2τ
=
m2µ
m2τ
[
1 + 4
BS
AS
(m2µ −m2τ )
v2
]
, (31)
and noticing that AS and BS are generation independent. We obtain
[(YS)e/(YS)τ ]
2 − (me/mτ )2
[(YS)µ/(YS)τ ]
2 − (mµ/mτ )2
=
m2e
m2µ
(
1 +
m2µ −m2e
m2τ
)
. (32)
When we add the CS terms, we have three couplings which depend on three parameters, so there are
no parameter-independent relations anymore. Yet, Eq. (32) receives no corrections of order y2τ and thus
remains a good approximation even if (YA)τ = O(1). To see this, we write
(YS)
2
µ
(YS)2τ
− m
2
µ
m2τ
=
m2µ
m2τ
4BS
AS
(m2µ −m2τ )
v2
[
1 +
(B2S + 2ASCS)
ASBS
(m2µ +m
2
τ )
v2
− 4BS
AS
m2τ
v2
]
, (33)
and similarly for (YS)
2
e/(YS)
2
τ −m2e/m2τ . Then, for the ratio, we obtain
[(YS)e/(YS)τ ]
2 − (me/mτ )2
[(YS)µ/(YS)τ ]2 − (mµ/mτ )2 =
m2e
m2µ
[
1 +
m2µ −m2e
m2τ
+
B2S + 2ASCS
ASBS
× m
2
e −m2µ
v2
]
. (34)
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Thus, indeed, the leading corrections to Eq. (32) are of O(y2µ/y2τ) and therefore small.
In the framework of 2HDM, a class of constrained MFV models, where (see Eq. (16))
b1,2 = c1,2 = . . . = 0, (35)
is known as ‘alignment models’ [6]. These models give universality, Eqs. (28,29) as an exact relation,
rather than an approximate one as in general MLFV. As concerns Eq. (32), both the numerator and the
denominator of this equation are zero in alignment models, and thus the equation is not well defined.
To summarize, MLFV predicts that the leptonic off-diagonal Yukawa couplings vanish. As concerns
the diagonal couplings, there are three independent ones. Their overall size is never fixed by MLFV. The
following approximate relations are, however, predicted:
• Knowing (YS)τ allows us to fix (YS)µ,e up to corrections of order Yˆ
2
τ .
• Knowing (YS)µ allows us to fix (YS)e up to corrections of order Yˆ
2
µ .
• Knowing (YS)µ/(YS)τ allows us to fix (YS)e/(YS)τ up to corrections of order Yˆ
2
µ .
• Knowing (YS)e/(YS)µ allows us to fix (YS)µ/(YS)τ up to corrections of order Yˆ
2
τ .
If (YA)τ ∼ 1, then the predictions corrected by powers of Yˆτ (first and fourth item) are not reliable.
5 Predictions of minimal quark flavor violation
Here we work out predictions for 2HDMs with minimal quark flavor violation. We discuss the spurions
in Section 5.1 and the implications for the up and down sectors in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. We
summarize the quark MFV predictions in Section 5.4.
5.1 Quark flavor spurions
In the absence of quark Yukawa couplings, the global symmetry is
Gqglobal = SU(3)Q × SU(3)U × SU(3)D. (36)
The basic idea of MFV is that there are two, and only two, spurions that break Gqglobal:
Yˆ U (3, 3¯, 1), Yˆ D(3, 1, 3¯). (37)
In the most general case, each of the four Yukawa matrices is a power series in these spurions (i = 1, 2):
Y Ui = [a
U
i + b
U
i Yˆ
U Yˆ U† + cUi Yˆ
DYˆ D† + . . .]Yˆ U ,
Y Di = [a
D
i + b
D
i Yˆ
DYˆ D† + cDi Yˆ
U Yˆ U† + . . .]Yˆ D, (38)
where the dots stand for terms of O(Yˆ 4) and higher, which we suppress in the following. The quark mass
matrices are similarly power series in the spurions:
Y UM ≡
√
2MU
v
=
[
aUM + b
U
M Yˆ
U Yˆ U† + cUM Yˆ
DYˆ D†
]
Yˆ U ,
Y DM ≡
√
2MD
v
=
[
aDM + b
D
M Yˆ
DYˆ D† + cDM Yˆ
U Yˆ U†
]
Yˆ D. (39)
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Assuming that aU,DM 6= 0, we can then write the spurions Yˆ U,D as power series in Y U,DM :
Yˆ U =
[
1− b
U
M
aU3M
Y UMY
U†
M −
cUM
aD2M a
U
M
Y DM Y
D†
M
]
Y UM
aUM
,
Yˆ D =
[
1− b
D
M
aD3M
Y DM Y
D†
M −
cDM
aU2M a
D
M
Y UMY
U†
M
]
Y DM
aDM
. (40)
Each of S = h,H,A has Yukawa matrices to the up and down sectors, Y U,DS . As argued in Section 2,
however, only one of the three Y US is independent, and similarly only one of the three Y
D
S .
The same arguments that we presented in discussing MLFV imply that we can use Y U,DM as our
spurions:
Y US =
(
AUS +B
U
S Y
U
MY
U†
M + C
U
S Y
D
M Y
D†
M
)
Y UM ,
Y DS =
(
ADS +B
D
S Y
D
M Y
D†
M + C
D
S Y
U
MY
U†
M
)
Y DM , (41)
where
AUS =
aUS
aUM
, BUS =
bUS − bUMaUS /aUM
aU3M
, CUS =
cUS − cUMaUS /aUM
aUMa
D2
M
,
ADS =
aDS
aDM
, BDS =
bDS − bDMaDS /aDM
aD3M
, CDS =
cDS − cDMaDS /aDM
aDMa
U2
M
. (42)
In the respective mass bases, we have:
U mass basis : Y US = (A
U
S +B
U
S λ
2
u + C
U
S V λ
2
dV
†)λu, (43)
D mass basis : Y DS = (A
D
S +B
D
S λ
2
d + C
D
S V
†λ2uV )λd, (44)
where V is the CKM matrix.
We again caution the reader that the small size of all entries in λd (and in particular yb ≪ 1) might
be misleading. If (Y DA )b ∼ 1, then we expect ADS ∼ 1/yb, and may have BDS ∼ 1/y3b , CDS ∼ 1/yb and
CUS ∼ 1/y2b for Y DA and at least one of Y Dh and Y DH . Since yt ∼ 1, higher order terms in the MFV expansion
involving yt can induce O(1) effects and resummation is needed [5].
5.2 The up sector
The ratios between the off-diagonal terms in the up sector are fixed by CKM and mass ratios. The largest
off-diagonal term is (Y US )ct. The largest diagonal term is (Y
U
S )tt. The ratio between the two is given by
(Y US )ct
(Y US )tt
=
CUS y
2
b
AUS +B
U
S y
2
t + C
U
S y
2
b |Vtb|2
VcbV
∗
tb, (45)
which, for (Y DA )b ∼ 1, could be as large as Vcb.
As concerns the ratios among the off-diagonal couplings, there are two relations that remain good
approximations to all orders:
(Y US )ut
(Y US )ct
=
Vub
Vcb
,
(Y US )tu
(Y US )tc
=
V ∗ub
V ∗cb
mu
mc
. (46)
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The other three independent ratios suffer from O(1) corrections:
(Y US )cu
(Y US )uc
=
V ∗ubVcb
VubV ∗cb
(
1 +
m2
s
m2
b
VcsV
∗
us
VcbV
∗
ub
)
(
1 +
m2
s
m2
b
VusV ∗cs
VubV
∗
cb
) mu
mc
,
(Y US )tc
(Y US )ct
=
VtbV
∗
cb
VcbV ∗tb
mc
mt
,
(Y US )uc
(Y US )ct
=
VubV
∗
cb
VcbV ∗tb
(
1 +
m2s
m2b
VusV
∗
cs
VubV ∗cb
)
mc
mt
. (47)
In the above, the first ratio suffers from O(1) corrections if (Y DA )b ∼ 1, but remains a good approximation
if (Y DA )b ≪ 1, while the last two ratios suffer from O(1) corrections regardless of the size of (Y DA )b.
As concerns the diagonal terms, we can obtain several approximate predictions. Let us start by writing
the explicit expressions for (Y US )u,c,t to O(y3q ):
(Y US )t =
[
AUS +B
U
S y
2
t + C
U
S y
2
b |Vtb|2
]
yt,
(Y US )c =
[
AUS +B
U
S y
2
c + C
U
S
(
y2b |Vcb|2 + y2s |Vcs|2
)]
yc,
(Y US )u =
[
AUS +B
U
S y
2
u + C
U
S
(
y2b |Vub|2 + y2s |Vus|2
)]
yu. (48)
First, we take into account only the O(YM ) terms, namely take
BUS = C
U
S = 0. (49)
The three couplings then depend on a single parameter AUS . Thus, if we know one coupling, we can predict
the other two. The approximate MFV relations read:
(Y US )u
(Y US )c
=
mu
mc
, (50)
(Y US )c
(Y US )t
=
mc
mt
. (51)
In general, however, the relation (51) is significantly corrected by O(y2t ) terms. As concerns (50), the
higher order terms are always small: Even for (Y DA )b ∼ 1, the violation is of order |Vcb|2.
Second, we argue that there is one relation between the violations of universality that remains an
excellent approximation even when higher order terms are taken into account, and that is
(Y US )u/(Y
U
S )t −mu/mt
(Y US )c/(Y
U
S )t −mc/mt
=
mu
mc
. (52)
In the case that Yˆb ∼ yb, we can neglect the O(Y D2M Y UM ) terms, namely take
CUS = 0. (53)
Then the three couplings depend on two parameters, AUS and B
U
S . Thus, if we know two couplings, we
can predict the third. We obtain
(Y US )u/(Y
U
S )t −mu/mt
(Y US )c/(Y
U
S )t −mc/mt
=
mu
mc
(
1 +
m2c −m2u
m2t
)
. (54)
Thus the correction to (52) is tiny, of order m2c/m
2
t ∼ 10−4.
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If (YA)b ∼ 1, we can neglect neither CUS nor the BUS . Consequently, there is no relation left which is
independent of the unknown expansion parameters. We obtain:
(Y US )u/(Y
U
S )t −mu/mt
(Y US )c/(Y
U
S )t −mc/mt
=
mu
mc
{
1 +
BUS (y
2
c − y2u) + CUS [y2b (|Vcb|2 − |Vub|2) + y2s(|Vcs|2 − |Vus|2)]
BUS y
2
t + C
U
S y
2
b |Vtb|2
}
. (55)
Thus the correction to (52) is at most of O(|Vcb|2) ∼ 10−3.
5.3 The down sector
The ratios between the off-diagonal terms in the down sector are fixed by CKM and mass ratios. The
largest off-diagonal term is (Y DS )sb. The largest diagonal term is (Y
D
S )bb. The ratio between the two is
given by
(Y DS )sb
(Y DS )bb
=
CDS y
2
t
ADS +B
D
S y
2
b + C
D
S y
2
t |Vtb|2
V ∗tsVtb. (56)
If CDS 6≪ ADS , then this ratio is of order Vts.
As concerns the ratios among the off-diagonal couplings, there are three relations that remain good
approximations to all orders, even for (Y DA )b ∼ 1:
(Y DS )db
(Y DS )sb
=
V ∗td
V ∗ts
,
(Y DS )bd
(Y DS )bs
=
Vtd
Vts
md
ms
,
(Y DS )sd
(Y DS )ds
=
VtdV
∗
ts
V ∗tdVts
md
ms
. (57)
The other two independent ratios suffer from O(1) corrections if (Y DA )b ∼ 1, and remain good approxima-
tions if (Y DA )b ≪ 1:
(Y DS )bs
(Y DS )sb
=
V ∗tbVts
V ∗tsVtb
ms
mb
,
(Y DS )ds
(Y DS )sb
=
V ∗tdVts
V ∗tsVtb
ms
mb
. (58)
As concerns the diagonal terms, we can obtain several approximate predictions. We start by writing
the explicit expressions for (Y DS )d,s,b to O(y3q):
(Y DS )b =
[
ADS +B
D
S y
2
b + C
D
S y
2
t |Vtb|2
]
yb,
(Y DS )s =
[
ADS +B
D
S y
2
s + C
D
S y
2
t |Vts|2
]
ys,
(Y DS )d =
[
ADS +B
D
S y
2
d + C
D
S y
2
t |Vtd|2
]
yd. (59)
First, we take into account only the O(YM ) terms, namely take
BDS = C
D
S = 0. (60)
The three couplings then depend on a single parameter AUS . Thus, if we know one coupling, we can predict
the other two. The approximate MFV relations read:
(Y DS )d
(Y US )s
=
md
ms
, (61)
(Y DS )s
(Y US )b
=
ms
mb
. (62)
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In general, however, the relation (62) suffers from large, O(y2t |Vtb|2) corrections.
Second, we argue that there is one relation between the violations of universality that remains an
excellent approximation even when higher order terms are taken into account, and that is
(Y DS )d/(Y
D
S )b −md/mb
(Y DS )s/(Y
D
S )b −ms/mb
=
md
ms
. (63)
In the case that Yˆb ∼ yb, we can take into account the O(Y U2M Y DM ) terms, but still neglect the O(Y D3M )
terms, namely take
BDS = 0. (64)
The three couplings depend on two parameters, ADS and C
D
S , implying a single relation between the
couplings that is independent of the expansion coefficients:
(Y DS )d/(Y
D
S )b −md/mb
(Y DS )s/(Y
D
S )b −ms/mb
=
md
ms
(
1 +
|Vts|2 − |Vtd|2
|Vtb|2
)
. (65)
Thus, the correction to (63) is of order |Vts/Vtb|2 ∼ 10−3.
When we add the BDS terms, there are no relations that are independent of unknown expansion
coefficients. We obtain:
(Y DS )d/(Y
D
S )b −md/mb
(Y DS )s/(Y
D
S )b −ms/mb
=
md
ms
[
1 +
BDS (y
2
s − y2d) + CDS y2t (|Vts|2 − |Vtd|2)
BDS y
2
b + C
D
S y
2
t |Vtb|2
]
. (66)
Thus the corrections to (63) are of order 10−3.
5.4 Quark MFV relations
To summarize, MFV in the quark sector predicts a large number of approximate relations:
• Knowing one off-diagonal entry in Y US allows us to fix the corresponding u ↔ c off-diagonal entry
if (Y DA )b ≪ 1, and all other off-diagonal entries are then known up to O(1) corrections. The same
is true if (Y DA )b ∼ 1, except that (Y US )cu and (Y US )uc are then related to each other up to O(1)
corrections only.
• Knowing one off-diagonal entry in Y DS allows us to fix all off-diagonal entries if (Y
D
A )b ≪ 1. If
(Y DA )b ∼ 1, knowing one off-diagonal entry in Y DS allows us to fix the corresponding d ↔ s off-
diagonal entry, and all other off-diagonal entries are then known up to O(1) corrections.
• Knowing (Y US )c allows us to fix (Y
U
S )u up to corrections of order Yˆ
2
c .
• Knowing (Y DS )s allows us to fix (Y
D
S )d up to corrections of order Yˆ
2
s .
• Knowing (Y US )c/(Y
U
S )t allows us to fix (Y
U
S )u/(Y
U
S )t up to corrections of order (Yˆb/Yˆt)
2|Vcb|2.
• Knowing (Y DS )s/(Y
D
S )b allows us to fix (Y
D
S )d/(Y
D
S )b up to corrections of order |Vts|2.
As argued in Section 2, no additional flavor information can be obtained from measurements of scalar
couplings beyond Y U,Dh , namely those of S = H,A.
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6 Discussion & Summary
Minimal flavor violation (MFV) is the assumption that there are two, and only two, spurions that break
the global SU(3)Q × SU(3)U × SU(3)D flavor symmetry, with one of them transforming as (3, 3¯, 1) and
the other as (3, 1, 3¯) under this symmetry. In this work, our definition of minimal lepton flavor violation
(MLFV) is that there is one, and only one spurion that breaks the global SU(3)L×SU(3)E flavor symmetry,
and it transforms as (3, 3¯) under this symmetry.
We emphasize that, while this definition of MFV implies that flavor changing couplings in the quark
sector depend on the CKM parameters, the converse is not true: It is not the case that any model where
flavor changing couplings are determined by the CKM parameters is MFV. Thus, the models proposed
in Ref. [9] are not MFV as defined here (and as defined in Ref. [1]). The models of Refs. [10, 11, 12]
provide examples of models that are far from being MFV, yet the flavor changing couplings depend on
purely CKM parameters.
The implementation of the MFV principle in two Higgs doublet models is less straightforward than it
is in a single Higgs doublet model or, more generally, than it is in models with natural flavor conservation.
The reason is that, for each of the three spurion representations mentioned above, there are two corre-
sponding Yukawa matrices. We argue that, assuming that there is indeed a single fundamental spurion
that breaks, for example, SU(3)L×SU(3)E, then one may choose any matrix that transforms in the same
way, and whose leading term is linear in the fundamental spurion, without loss of generality.
Several of our results are closely related to those that have been derived in Ref. [5] in the framework of
‘general minimal flavor violation’ (GMFV). The GMFV analysis applies to the SM as a low energy effective
theory, while our model allows for additional light degrees of freedom. Yet, there are common features
due to the fact that for Yˆt, Yˆb, Yˆτ = O(1) the respective low energy effective theories can be described by
[U(3)/U(2)×U(1)]3 non-linear σ models. In this regard, it is interesting to note that, as far as the entries
of Y Fh are concerned, the various relations that we derive are the same as those derived in the framework
of a single Higgs doublet model with the dimension-six terms of the form (Φ†Φ)LY E′EΦ (and similarly
for the quark sector), where the structure of the Y F ′ matrices is subject to the MFV selection rules [14].
We are interested in the phenomenological consequences of MFV for the flavor structure of the scalar
couplings in two Higgs doublet models. In particular, we are interested in the question whether measure-
ments of various couplings of the recently discovered boson h within a single fermion sector (E, U orD) can
be used to test MFV. Two Higgs doublet models with minimal flavor violation (defined in a way consistent
with ours) were recently studied in Refs. [7] and [13]. However, the focus of the first is on the implications
for flavor changing neutral current processes, and of the latter on the consequences for the LHC of the
modifications in couplings to the third generation fermions. Moreover, both use approximations that are
appropriate for their study, but cannot be applied in our study.
While we presented all the MFV predictions, not all of the relevant couplings are likely to be accessible
in present and near future experiments. The sector that is most likely to be experimentally probed is
the charged lepton sector, where (Y Eh )ττ , (Y
E
h )µτ , and (Y
E
h )µµ might be measured or constrained. If
h → µ±τ∓ is observed, Eq. (25) will be violated and MLFV will be excluded [14]. The ratio Xµτ ≡
BR(h → µ+µ−)/BR(h → τ+τ−) can be used to test the relation (28) [14]. If it is violated, then either
MLFV does not apply or Yˆ Eτ (and thus (Y
E
A )τ ) is large and, consequently, the correction to (28) – see
Eq. (31) – is significant. Thus, MLFV models with (Y EA )τ ∼ 1 provide an example of viable flavor models
where the SM relation, Xµτ = (mµ/mτ )
2, can be violated by order one corrections.
Another sector where we might hope to have experimental information on more than a single Yukawa
coupling is the up sector. Here, (Y Uh )tt and (Y
U
h )ct can be measured or constrained (see e.g. [15]).
There is no exact relation between the two, but we expect (Y Uh )ct/(Y
U
h )tt ∼< Yˆ 2b Vcb. Thus, violation of
BR(t→ ch)/BR(t→ sW ) ∼< 1 will be suggestive that MFV does not hold.
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